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Quality, Growth, and a Vision
By Nicholas Paul Griffin

City Beach Builders

“One of Perth’s biggest challenges is to 

get away from the double brick mentality 

so often associated with quality,” says 

Brian Connor, Managing Director of City 

Beach Builders, a small Perth building 

practice focused on making the building 

process personable—whether it be with 

the architect, the client or when managing 

trades. The company’s dedicated team 

work to create exceptional homes at high 

standards in competition with some of 

the best in Perth, helped to achieve this 

level of quality by a highly skilled pool of 

contractors.  

The mining boom in Perth has meant that the 
pool of skilled tradesmen in the city remains 

quite small. Mr. Connor estimates that the 
trades sufficiently skilled and geared to produce 
very high quality finishes make up less than 
5% of the overall pool. The company has spent 
a long time establishing its trade base, and is 
able to keep hold of these contractors by doing 
an excellent job of looking after them. “I would 
like to thank all of our trades for the great work 
they do,” Mr. Connor says. “We certainly could 
not do it without them.”

City Beach Builders’ reputation for exceptional 
quality has been earned not only through the 
skill and application of the tradesmen, but 
also as a result of the hands on supervision of 
every aspect of the build provided as standard. 
Jobs with full time supervision are not common 
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in Perth, and Mr. Connor is certain this is a 
functional advantage that separates City Beach 
Builders from many of its competitors. 

Melbourne Experience

After completing his BASc in Surveying at 
RMIT, Brian Connor took his first job with Lewis 
Construction, as a surveyor, where he was 
working on large-scale projects at a relatively 
young age. After a stint at Melbourne Central, 
he applied for a job with Kane Constructions 
as a trainee project manager, and within a year 
was running a $10 million project. His next 
project involved working with architect Glen 
Murcutt, site managing the extension to the 
Raheen mansion in Kew. Mr. Connor is a great 
admirer of Murcutt’s designs, saying: “There is 
a lightness and simplicity to Glen’s work that 
has definitely influenced me in my design work 
today.”

Next up was a move into running his own 
business—a small company called Connor Bros 
Builders, undertaking project home and unit 
development work. When the opportunity arose 
to relocate to Perth 18 years ago, Mr. Connor 
did not want to turn it down. Having worked 
since his relocation as a project manager for 
Lend Lease, a building consultant in his own 
consultancy business, and as manager of 
a medium sized luxury home building firm, 
Mr. Connor started up City Beach Builders 
five years ago, after spending some time 
establishing a solid contact base around Perth.

A self-confessed perfectionist at heart, Mr. 
Connor draws heavily upon the influence of 
his father when discussing his professional 
successes. Watching as his father built boats, 
racing cars, rebuilt airplanes and repainted 
cars and machinery in the backyard garage of 
their suburban home, he developed the same 

passion for construction and perfection as he 
saw so often on display in that work.

Perry Lakes Development

Through its work with some of the top 
designers and architects throughout Australia, 
City Beach Builders has developed significant 
expertise in working with intricate detail and 
specialty finishes. In its mission statement, 
the company promises to strive to create a 
masterpiece when working with every element 
of the build, and expresses enjoyment in 
stretching the boundaries of home building.

Having spent a good deal of time in commercial 
buildings and on the East Coast of Australia, 
Mr. Connor advocates the use of precast floor 
and wall panels in order to save time and space 
on a build. In this process the traditional use 
of large floor support beams, which restrict the 
height of ceilings, can be almost eradicated 
altogether. In fact, there has been something 
of a revolution in the types of external cladding 
products available recently. A drive down south 
from Perth to Eagle Bay and the winery regions 
of Margaret River highlights the many designers 
employing these building methods to great 
effect. 

City Beach Builders’ own homes in Perry 
Lakes have been designed using precast wall 
and floor panels, and timber wall framing with 
various types of cladding, including natural 
hardwoods. Many of these products have a 
lower carbon footprint than brick and provide 
better energy efficiency. Mr. Connor freely 
admits to aspirations of specialising in this 
kind of build, extolling the virtues of being 
environmentally aware and open minded to 
new techniques and technologies, knowing that 
different materials and textures are capable of 
significantly enhancing a project.

The forthcoming display homes in Perry 
Lakes aim to showcase the company’s 
design and finishes expertise. The Perry 
Lakes development is on the site of the old 
Commonwealth Games stadium, an area with 
an abundance of open space and bush land 
reserve that extends from the suburb of Floreat 
and Perry Lakes sporting grounds, down to 
West Coast Drive, running close to the Indian 

“City Beach Builders’ work 
with some of Australia’s 
most respected names in 
design and architecture ”
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Ocean. 
The two lots being built on are on the new 
Stadium Drive, occupying the space once home 
to the old 400m running track. The frontage 
of the homes facing onto Stadium Drive is 
three stories high, mimicking the grandstand 
of the old stadium. The lots are tiered to 
accommodate lane access from the rear to car 
garaging, with the option of a one-bedroom 
apartment available to rent on each lot allowed 
under the planning provisions. One of the 
homes will be used as a display to showcase 
the design and finishes; the other is being built 
for a client.

Yael Kurlansky

City Beach Builders’ work with some of 
Australia’s most respected names in design and 
architecture has significantly enhanced what 
appears to be an already impressive reputation, 
a fact evidenced by the glowing endorsement 
in the company’s presentation folder from 
Western Australia’s award winning Yael K 

Designs, the company run by one of Perth’s 
leading designers, Yael Kurlansky: 
“Having worked closely with City Beach 
Builders previously, they have proved 
themselves again to be exceptional builders 
with a keen eye for detail. The overall result has 
delivered a high-end home to a client, on time 
and on budget. We look forward to working 
with them again in the future.”

The company’s growing reputation has 
been further aided by a recent appearance 
on Channel 7’s “Australia’s Best Houses”, 
highlighting the excellence in the company’s 
quality finishes and resulting in a flood of 
interest in its homes. The house at 8A, Cross 
Street, Swanbourne, was chosen out of 300 
homes featured on the show to be included 
along with 11 others in the “Best of the Best 
Australian Houses” episode. 

Designed by Kurlansky herself, the Cross Street 
project is a $1.2 million build that punches well 
above its weight, considering the dollar value of 

City Beach Builders
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along with the two houses from the Cross 
Street project, for the 2013 HIA Western 
Australian Housing Awards. 

The homeowners loved the Sixties Hollywood 
feel, created with stone and glass, a look very 
much back in vogue. They liked the idea of 
recreating a modern version of the Games 
Village home, as the home that was demolished 
was built to house the Commonwealth Games 
athletes in 1965. The budget of around $800k 
was key, so the home was designed with a 
wow-factor Gallery at the entry. The center 
of the home and the balance of the rooflines 
are simple, low pitch skillion roofs. The end 
result is a home with spacious living areas and 
individual wings for kids and parents, separated 
by comfortable family and living areas.

The Port Coogee project by Australand 
is comprised of a new marina and canal 
development approximately 5km from 
Fremantle and around 15km from Perth CBD.
The home designed for this fabulous site has a 
striking front facade, with a floating Alucobond 
canopy over the front balcony. A key 
consideration during the design process was 
the recognition of the wind and the elements, 
with the final layout embracing the house’s 
stunning ocean views. 

The owners wanted minimal maintenance, 
which heavily influenced the external finishes. 
The interiors are simple, understated elegance, 

other homes in the area. The company has also 
developed another home for a separate client 
on the same lot, adjacent to the build. The two 
projects on the site were developed for a pair 
of friends who bought the block in Swanbourne 
together and split it into two 300m2 lots. Mr. 
Connor took the clients to Kurlansky, who was 
instrumental in creating the homes’ impressive 
look. The houses went on to be winners of the 
“Aus BDA awards for small lot design”. This 
build in particular represents an extremely 
effective collaborative effort between the client, 
architect and builder, and stands as a project to 
be proud of for City Beach Builders. 

Another Yael Kurlansky designed house is 
located at Kavanagh Street, Wembley, a 
stunning home boasting polished concrete 
floors and detailed kitchen design as the 
centerpiece of the home, opening onto a large 
covered Alfresco with retractable screening. 
The Wembley house is also a 2014 BDA award 
winner, triumphing in the “residential homes to 
350m2” category. 

Further Key Projects

A number of other recent builds typify City 
Beach Builders’ expertise and success in 
the home building market. Mr. Connor is 
most proud of the Goonang Road home in 
City Beach, as it was his first design, and 
has attracted much interest in the area. The 
company submitted the Goonang Road home, 
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the rear rooms opening to the pool and 
Alfresco. The rear elevation is glazed almost 
entirely with full height 3m high glazing, taking 
in the canal and ocean vistas. All steelwork 
on the job is marine grade stainless or hot dip 
galvanized, coated with epoxy similar to the 
coating system employed on the Sydney Harbor 
Bridge. One interesting feature is the front 
glass curtain wall design, usually associated 
with commercial buildings. The glass film and 
lighting chosen for the building ensures both 
external visibility and internal privacy, and gives 
the front balcony the appearance of a floating, 
airy structure.

Home Base Subiaco

In order to accommodate the expanding 
business, City Beach Builders has recently 
relocated its offices to Australia’s largest 
building and renovating centre, the Home Base 
complex in the inner western Perth suburb of 
Subiaco. 

“We have moved our office to Home Base 
Subiaco,” Mr. Connor says, “which has proven 
to be a good move not only for exposure to a 
wider market but also to cater for demand for 

our services. We have no designs on being a 
volume builder but would like to expand our 
team of four currently to around ten. Perth is 
not short of good builders, so the market we 
operate in is highly competitive. So we need to 
be doing it better than others to prosper.”

The Home Base centre has a modern range of 
building products and suppliers showcasing 
their wares, and an enthusiastic management 
team who ensure the centre is moving forward 
and revamping the displays to reflect modern 
trends and materials. Mr. Connor sees this 
setup as particularly convenient for the 
company’s existing clients in making product 
selections, not to mention the extra exposure it 
offers for the brand to attract a new clientele.

Mr. Connor is full of praise when discussing 
his small but highly skilled management team, 
each of whom has had a hand in enhancing the 
business through their hard work. He admits 
that it has taken a few years to put together 
a team capable of comfortably expanding the 
business, and feels the company now has a lot 
to offer to help Perth’s continuing growth as a 
leading Australian city. •
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